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guest editors prologue

lamar C berrett

historians will never come to an end of researching in the
area of LDS church history it is as the term says searchingresearchingre
and so with this issue of BYU studies we are presenting exciting
new insights that come as a result of searchingresearchingre the nauvoo
period of church history

one of the most exciting journals of the nauvoo period is
that of joseph fielding he is the missionary who wrote to his
older brother in england the reverend james fielding and as a
result the missionaries used his chapel for preaching the phe-
nomenal mission of the quorum of the twelve to england came
following this introductory letter

joseph fieldings journal tells about his being one of the first
to receive his endowment in the prophets upper room above the
store he was one of the few who discussed plural marriage and
the council of fifty during joseph smiths lifetime he wrote
about opposition to josephs leadership sidney rigdon the
temple and the final battle of nauvoo his journal covering the
period 1841 1846 is a firsthandfirst hand glimpse into this dynamic period
andrew F ehat has added the footnotes to help the reader gain a
clearer picture of nauvoo during this time

joseph smith and legal process byb dallin H oaks and jo-
seph I1 bentleybendey is a reprint of an article that appeared in the
BYU law review because of its valuable insights it was edited to
meet the needs of the BYU studies audience and published in this
issue to benefit the thousands of readers of BYU studies who have
little access to the BYU law review

in a poem to mama linda madsen sheffield emphasizes the to-
tal devotion to the gospel of phoebe carter woodruff the wife of
wilford woodruff

for the archaeology student dale L berge gives an excellent
treatise on how the archaeologist looks at the restoration of a
nauvoo residence that of jonathan browning it is an experiment
in methodology and gives us an insight into a mormon house of
the nauvoo period

dr berrett professor of church history is the director of the church history area of the religious
studies center brigham young university
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then we have the regular feature the historians comer with
three very interesting historical notes

next is a letter from james arlington bennet whom emma smith
referred to as the old arch hypocrite to joseph smith III111 proposing
a general creed and the use of bennetsbonnets influence in establishing the
reorganization lyndon W cook gives commentary on the letter

in the poem pioneers the lacemakerlace maker sally T taylor expresses
the dramatic change that came into the lives of many converts when
they accepted the gospel and joined the body of the saints in a frontier
existence

and last are two book reviews spencer J palmershalmersPalmers the ex-
panding church reviewed by truman G madsen and monroe C
beardsley and others history as a tool inin critical interpretation A
symposium reviewed by marden J clark

the contributors to this issue have done their homework and willwin
give delightful and enlightening reading to the followers of BYU studi-
es we are happy to share this searchresearchre with you
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